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1. Introduction 

 

Simulation is the process that allows the study of a physical system, replacing it by another, 

more suitable for measure or observation. Some simulations work better using Virtual Reality 

(VR) techniques [1][2][3] where virtual worlds exist only in the memory of a computer. The 

user interacts with these virtual worlds by means of different types of devices (from 3D mouses 

to haptic devices), thus getting the sensation of being part of that world. VR is one of the 

technologies with the biggest potential in almost any area of application: medicine, architecture, 

scientific visualization and, of course, cultural heritage. 

 

Within the context of the cultural heritage, VR allows us to go into past, present and even future 

worlds; we can walk inside long-gone buildings, interact with objects in ways that would be 

impossible in the real world, or study replicas of objects that are too fragile or hardly accessible 

in the real world, therefore helping preserve them untouched. We can test restoration techniques 

with a synthetic model, or explore different theories about its construction, while not damaging 

the original. The possibilities are limitless. 

 

The goal of immersive environments is to provide the sensation of “being there” in the picture, 

by surrounding the viewers with images that belong to the simulated world. Those environments 

are closely related to VR applications, where the concepts of interactivity and real time come 

into play. In fact, those two concepts have taken over, and most of the immersive or VR 

applications focus on them. But there is another important factor that might need to be taken 

into account when trying to achieve immersion, and that is photorealism.  

 

Given the power and speed of our current computers, having interaction, real time and 

photorealism in immersive environments is not feasible, specially in low-cost systems. 

Traditionally, photorealism has been discarded, in order to achieve the other two: interaction 



and real time. In other words, given the fact that we can not get all three at the same time, we 

usually lower the quality of the pictures until our computers are capable of rendering them in 

real time and account for some form of interaction. For certain applications, the end result is that 

we have replaced reality with our own version of reality. 

 

 

2. Virtual Archaeology. Case study: Sinhaya 
 

The term Virtual Archaeology describes the set of computer assisted techniques that allows the 

tridimensional visualization of realistic virtual replica of ancient objects and buildings, which 

real remains have disappeared, or else are in a state of preservation that makes its observation 

impossible or very difficult. In this context our group accomplished the digital reconstruction of 

a Muslim suburb from its remains found during an excavation.  

 

In 2001, the Paseo de la Independencia, one of the main avenues of the city of Zaragoza (Spain), 

began being excavated to build a subterranean parking lot. Those excavations unexpectedly 

unearthed the remains of Sinhaya, a X-XII century Muslim suburb. After evaluating the 

different alternatives, and given the fact that keeping the remains visible to the public would 

have meant to strangle one of the city’s main arteries, the decision was taken to abandon the 

parking lot project, while the Dirección General del Patrimonio Cultural arranged to have our 

group (GIGA) recreate the suburb in the digital realm. Using all the information recovered 

during the excavations, it would be shown to the public, in order to make citizens conscious 

about their own Heritage and to allow visitors to experience what was life like one thousand 

years ago. Our group then decided to render the images also in a different format, to be 

projected in stereo inside an immersive environment, and use that to test the role of 

photorealism (as opposed to interactivity and real time) in immersive environments. A more 

comprehensive explanation of the techniques employed can be found in [4]. 

 

To build our immersive environment, a low-cost CLS (CAVE-Like System) was chosen as 

output format [5][6]. Four to six people can fit in comfortably, although there is only one ideal 

point of view from which perspective and stereoscopy look perfect, since it is the point of view 

for which both have been calculated [7]. As we have said, the notion of real time was turned 

down in favor of high quality imagery. That means that the images have all been prerendered, 

which limits the interaction with the users (they can only jump from one movie to another, or 

pause) but in turns offers much better quality in the images themselves.  

 



Our CLS is a theatre of 4x3x3 meters, made up of three rear projection screens for the front 

(3x3 m), right and left walls (4x3 m) and six LCD projectors, two projecting on each screen, 

with a 1024x768-pixel resolution. For stereoscopic vision we use polarized filters for each 

projector and their corresponding passive polarized glasses for the audience. To control the 

projection we use two mid-sized PC’s; one is equipped with two MPEG-2 decoder cards, each 

one offering four channels of simultaneous MPEG-2 decoding, while the other one has six 

SVGA output channels to send static SVGA imagery to each projector. Figure 1 shows the CLS 

built. To keep costs low, it was decided not to have a floor or a ceiling screen. The room where 

the CLS is located has been painted in matt black to absorb any light filtering in or bounced off 

the screens. The system is built to be controlled from inside the CAVE, so a radio-based remote 

control is used. 

 

  
Fig 1. The CLS and its control room 

 

Images and animations of the reconstructed Sinhaya can then be viewed in this patented CLS, 

designed and developed by GIGA [8]. The images are rear-projected on the three screens, thus 

accounting from most of the viewers’ field of vision. Inside the CLS, the audience has therefore 

the feeling of being inside the suburb, with stereoscopy accentuating the illusion.  

 

Almost five minutes of computer-generated imagery were delivered, whilst almost half of them 

were also rendered in CLS resolution to be used as our test on photorealism. The digital 

production follows a historically-accurate script, which takes the audience through the streets of 

the suburb in the morning into a pottery shop, a carpet shop, a wealthy man’s house, then into a 

more modest house where the rest of the day passes by, and finally back to the streets again at 

night. Figure 2 shows several frames, both inside the CLS and as rendered images. 



 
 

   
 

   
 

   
Fig. 2. Several frames of the reconstruction of the Muslim suburb of Sinhaya, in CLS 

format, inside the CLS and in VHS format 



3. The dangers of Virtual Reality  

 
We have to be careful avoiding spreading the notion that synthetic models can substitute real 

models [9]. No VR system, at least in a short-mid term, will be able to provide a simulation of 

the Great Wall capable of competing with the experience of actually travelling to the real Great 

Wall. It is really just a matter of bandwidth: the amount of information and stimuli that we 

process during the real trip (not only in terms of image quality, but also environmental noise, 

tiredness, cold or heat, wind … in short, all that makes real things real) can not be simulated by 

any computer system and much less in real time. A VR system has to therefore limit the amount 

of information (the bandwidth) to be transmitted, removing many of the sensations of the real 

world and keeping only those considered essential (usually, vision and sound). One more 

extreme example of bandwidth reduction in order to meet certain constraints is a chat session, as 

opposed to having a real conversation with a friend in a bar. The bandwidth has here been 

drastically reduced to a mere exchange of textual information in pseudo real time. 

 
In the field of Virtual Heritage, specially when reconstructing buildings or cities as they were in 

ancient times, lowering the quality of images while favouring interactivity and real time might 

not always be the best option. We will probably obtain something close to the original, but with 

several important simplifications that the audience may not be able to make out. Imagine a 

digital reconstruction of a building or church to be shown in an immersive environment with 

interaction and real time. In order for our computers to be able to meet those two constraints, we 

will definitely have to simplify the model. This does not only imply the geometry of the model, 

but its textures and lighting algorithms as well, since there is nowadays no system in the world 

that can render a complex scene in a photorealistic way in real time, neither in terms of 

hardware nor software.  

 

The result is therefore the substitution of reality for a representation of that reality, driven and 

limited by technological restrictions and personal interpretations and decisions. The audience, in 

general,  will not be aware of those restrictions and decisions taken, and might then get the 

wrong impression. If this happens we will have failed in our initial goal of taking them to a 

long-gone past and showing them how it looked like. The power of technology and its capacity 

for transmitting knowledge has then turned against us. Historic rigour, to this effect, plays as 

important a part as technology itself, and if that means no real time, then we should consider 

dropping real time and going for a photorealistic look. 

 

 



4. SEKER: Perception-based imagery 
 

The goal of creating photorealistic synthetic imagery is to capture the visual appearance of the 

modelled scenes as exactly as possible. Physics-based rendering methods let us calculate the 

energy distribution in the scene with a great degree of accuracy. However, the exact calculation 

of this energy distribution does not guarantee that the visual appearance of the synthetic image 

matches that of the real scene, since the range of luminances in a real scene usually surpasses by 

several degrees of magnitude the dynamic range of an output device can handle. Pictures in a 

paper extend over a maximum contrast of 30:1; CRT monitors usually span no more than 100:1, 

and only a few high-quality prints can reach a 1.000:1 contrast ratio. In the real world, 

nevertheless, it is easy to find contrasts of over 100.000.000:1 or even more. Even though the 

projectors of our CLS have a dynamic range of 750:1, inside the CLS it goes down to the 50:1 

range, owed to the filters, the distance from the projectors to the screens and the screens 

themselves. This 50:1 ratio is way below most of the real-world contrast ratios. 

 

Tone reproduction provides a method of mapping (scaling) luminance values in the real world 

to a displayable range. The wide range of light in a real-world scene must be conveyed on a 

display with limited capabilities. This mapping is not obvious and several papers have been 

written addressing this issue [10][11]. In addition to compressing the range of luminance, tone 

reproduction is often used to mimic perceptual qualities of the human visual system (HVS). The 

goal is to generate an image that provokes the same physiological responses as when viewing 

the real scene in the real world. To do this, we must first obtain a model of this HVS, to include 

it in the rendering pipeline. Unfortunately, the studies on the matter have not been able to build 

a definitive and verifiable model yet, although different approaches have already been published 

[12] [13]. 

 

Yet another reason exists for which both human perception mechanisms and their application to 

tone reproduction are worth studying, and that is to save rendering times. Understanding how 

our brain is going to interpret the image, solutions can then be calculated with less precision 

from a physics point of view, but knowing that a more physically-accurate solution will not add 

anything to the image as perceived by a human observer, while also being more expensive in 

terms of rendering time. This is specially interesting in fields such as Virtual Reality or 

immersive systems such as the CLS, where the ultimate goal is to be able to produce 

photorealistic imagery in real time. We do not just want to see an image through an output 

device, however physically accurate it might be, but we want to create the feeling of actually 



being there instead, and that cannot be accomplished ignoring perceptual issues. Different 

perception-based metrics proposed by several authors can be found in [14] [15]. 

 

For instance, the visual perception of a scene varies considerably under different light 

conditions, mainly owed to the human visual limitations. Dark environments cause a loss of 

colour sensitivity and visual acuity, while bright sources produce veiling glare effects [16] [17] 

[18]. Advanced techniques of tone reproduction merged with models of human visual 

limitations should be employed if we want to simulate the perceptual sensation that real Muslim 

suburb would have produced in the past. 

 

In this context, a tone reproduction application, as well as a model of the human visual system, 

was developed by the authors in a single environment called SEKER, and was tested in some of 

the animations of the suburb. Initial screenings inside the CLS proved that both a correct tone 

mapping and a simulation of several perception issues pay off in terms of increasing the 

sensation of realism inside the CLS. 

 

The tone reproduction algorithm implemented in SEKER is based on iterative adjustments of 

the histogram of the image and spacial filtering processes. It uses more than one adaptation level 

for each image, since our visual system adapts over a visual area of 1º, not over the image as a 

whole. This area, also called foveal area, is the retinal zone where we focus all the visual 

attention, and the modification of the histogram is done from these adaptation groups. Such 

histogram is calculated from the logarithm of the average luminance in 1º areas over the image, 

using the foveal adaptation levels for each one. Only certain zones of the histogram are 

compressed, preserving contrast and details. Later, each real world luminance is efficiently 

mapped to display luminance to preserve visibility and contrast by means of the creation of a 

cummulative distribution function obtained from the modified histogram. The modification of 

the histogram tries to simulate the human sensitivity to contrast. The reader can refer to 

[18][19][20] for more specific details. 

 

Some models of human visual limitations are also applied in the original algorithm, such as 

veiling glare, color sensitivity loss and visual acuity. Figure 3 shows a general scheme of the 

workflow of SEKER. It recieves High Dynamic Range (HDR) images [21], where each pixel 

has real world luminance values, and finally shows the image correctly tone mapped to the 

display luminance values.  

 

Two criteria have been followed to make a reliable tone reproduction and, consequently, a better 

aproach to the desired photorealism. On the one hand, the reproduction of visibility; an object in 



the synthetic scene can be seen if and only if it can be seen in the real scene. Objects are 

correctly showed in both overexposed and underexposed regions. On the other hand, the vision 

of the image produces a subjective experience that matches the vision of the real scene. That is 

to say, what is showed in the display has to match the memory of the real scene. Bright, contrast 

and colour impression have then to be correctly reproduced. 

 

 
 

    
Fig. 3. On top, the workflow of SEKER. Bottom, two tone mapped HDR images; left: only 
tone mapped, right: tone mapped and simulation of contrast sentivity, color loss, veiling 

glare and visual acuity loss. 
 



 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

Photorealism is a valid option in certain VR applications, such as Virtual Heritage, even favored 

over real time or interaction. When historic rigour is a must, we have to be very careful not to 

replace reality with our version of reality. Initial screenings inside the CLS have proved that 

both a correct tone mapping and a simulation of several perception issues pay off in terms of 

increasing the sensation of realism inside an immersive system, in our case the CLS. The sense 

of immersion does not get diminished by the lack of interaction, if photorealistic imagery is 

offered instead. The audience will be ready to enjoy this form of passive VR, and concentrate on 

the imagery shown without missing more advanced forms of interaction. As it was shown 

during the conference, there are lots of different ways to visually depict Virtual Heritage, from 

hand-drawn 2D pictures to interactive 3D models to photorealistic renderings. All of them are 

valid, as long as we understand the visual language associated with each form of representation. 

 

We have developed SEKER, an application that plugs into the rendering pipeline and 

reproduces several of the limitations of the human visual system while providing a good tone 

reproduction for different output devices, thus enhancing the photorealistic look of the imagery. 

On the other hand, the highly enthusiastic feedback from the users reinforces the idea that this 

system can be very useful in the promotion of cultural heritage and landscapes.  

 

Of course there is still a lot of work to be done in the future. Our final goal is to be able to 

render photorealistic imagery with a model of the Human Visual System in real time, something 

that can not be done now. In that direction, we have implemented a Beowulf system [22] and 

are currently working on the parallelization of the rendering software, since raytracing scales 

pretty well. Also, there is still huge work to be done in avatar technology, to be able to populate 

the virtual reconstructions with photorealistic digital people that react and guide the audience, 

thus getting away from the dead-city look of most digital reconstructions. 
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